
Code Quest



Success Criteria

Aim
• I can find missing numbers using the inverse.

• I know what inverse means.

• I can use write the inverse of a number sentence.

• I can use the inverse to find missing numbers.



On the following slides, you will see a calculation triangle. 

Inverse Triangles

Can you write the number                              
sentences that it shows?

Use the 
Addition and 
Subtraction 
Triangles 

Activity Sheet 
to help you.



Can you write the number sentences that it shows?

Inverse Triangles

53

14 39

53 14 39

53 39 14

14 39 53



Can you write the number sentences that it shows?

Inverse Triangles

253

194 59

253 194 59

253 59 194

194 59 253



Can you write the number sentences that it shows?

Inverse Triangles

482

291 191

482 291 191

482 191 291

291 191 482



Can you write the number sentences that it shows?

Inverse Triangles

693

596 97

693 596 97

693 97 596

596 97 693



Can you find the missing number?

Inverse Triangles

693

596 97?



Can you find the missing number?

Inverse Triangles

881

596 285

?



Can you find the missing number?

Inverse Triangles

500

215 285?



The Quest

What does inverse mean?

Inverse means the opposite 
or the reverse of.

People can use the inverse to 
check answers to questions.

Also, people can use the inverse 
to find missing numbers.



The Quest
The inverse of addition

The inverse of multiplication

is subtraction. 

is division.



35 + 25 = 60 To check the answer, we 
can use the inverse.

The inverse of addition 
is subtraction.60 -25 = 35

60 – 35 = 25
The addition calculation 
must be correct as the 

subtraction calculations 
are correct.

35 + 25 is definitely equal to 60. 

The Quest



428 – 284 = 144 To check the answer, we 
can use the inverse.

The inverse of subtraction 
is addition.144 + 284 = 428

The subtraction                 
calculation must be               

correct as the addition 
calculation is correct.

428 – 284 = 144 is correct.

The Quest



The calculation is incomplete. 
We can use the inverse to 
find the missing number.

The inverse of addition 
is subtraction.848 – 332 = 516

Now, we place the number 
into the addition calculation 

and check.

The sum of 332 and 516 is 848. The missing number is 516.

332 +     = 848516

The Quest



The calculation is incomplete. 
We can use the inverse to 
find the missing number.

The inverse of subtraction is 
addition.213 + 394 = 607

Now, we place the number 
into the addition calculation 

and check.

607 – 394 = 213. The missing number is 607.

- 394 = 213607

The Quest



The calculation is incomplete. 
We can use the inverse to 
find the missing number.

The inverse of subtraction is 
addition. 

However, to complete this 
calculation, we need to find 

the missing number to add to 
164 to make 449.

To do this, we subtract the 
part of the addition sentence 
that we have (the answer) 
from the largest number.

449 – 164 = 285

449 - = 164

The Quest



164 + 285 = 449

The Quest

Now, we place the number 
into the subtraction 

calculation and check.

The missing number is 285.
449 – 164 = 285

449 - = 164285

We can check again 
using the addition sentence 
that we can create using 

the numbers.



Building Pyramids

Using the following slides and your Blank Pyramid Activity 
Sheet, add the adjacent numbers together and 

write their sum in the block above them. 



Building Pyramids
Add the adjacent numbers together and write 

their sum in the block above them. 

7 8 2 5

15 10 7

25 17

42

Click on the block to reveal the answer



Building Pyramids
Add the adjacent numbers together and write 

their sum in the block above them. 

12 10 15 15

22 25 30

47 55

102

Click on the block to reveal the answer



Building Pyramids
How will you find the missing number?

Discuss your answer with a partner.

5 5 15 13

10 20 28

30 48

78

Click on the block to reveal the answer



Building Pyramids
How will you find the missing number?

Discuss your answer with a partner.

10 21 9 16

31 30 25

61 55

116

Click on the block to reveal the answer



Building Pyramids
How will you find the missing number?

Discuss your answer with a partner.

4 16 32 6

20 48 38

68 86

154

Click on the block to reveal the answer



Code Quest
Can you crack the code 

before it’s too late?

Your task will require you to find the 
missing number using the inverse 

operation.

Each missing number will relate to 
a letter of the alphabet. 

Once all the missing numbers 
have been found, an anagram 

will be produced. 

You need solve the anagram 
to produce the code needed to 

unlock the secret box.



Complete Calculations

Get into pairs.

Create an addition or subtraction 
sentence that has a missing number.

Swap your number sentences for 
your partner to solve.

Afterwards, explain to your partner how 
you found the missing number.

45 +     = 93



Success Criteria

Aim
• I can find missing numbers using the inverse.

• I know what inverse means.

• I can use write the inverse of a number sentence.

• I can use the inverse to find missing numbers.




